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Abstract—Ensemble of image segmentation based on generalized
entropy’s fuzzy clustering is studied in this paper. Aiming at the
generalized entropy’s objective function in fuzzy clustering and
introducing the spatial information into this objective function,
we obtain an image segmentation algorithm ISGFCM based on
neural network. Further, we introduce kernel into above
objective function to obtain its kernel algorithm ISGKFCM.
Then, we use ISGFCM and ISGKFCM as basis clustering
algorithms, respectively, to generate many different image
segmentation results and use 2SWC method to select some
members of segmentation. And we use CSPA and its generalized
method GCSPA to fuse some selected segmentation results. In
experiment, three images are chosen to conduct some
experimental study. Results show the effectiveness of presented
method.
Keywords-fuzzy clustering; image segmentation; generalized
entropy; fusion

I.

INTRODUCTION

Image segmentation is to partition the image into several
independent, meaningful and semantically related regions.
And it is a preliminary for image analysis and understanding.
Its accuracy directly impacts the quality of image recognition
and analysis as well as the final results. Thus, image
segmentation has attracted more and more researchers’
attention both in theory and practical application. So far, there
exist many different image segmentation methods. Among
them, clustering technique is commonly used one of image
segmentation method. For example, Ahmed [1] proposed
BCFCM by introducing spatial information to the objective
function of fuzzy clustering. Afterwards, Chen et al. [2]
improved BCFCM and proposed KFCM which replaced
Euclidean distance with a Gaussian kernel-induced distance.
Isa et al. [3] introduced the fuzzy moving k-means, adaptive
moving k-means and adaptive fuzzy moving k-means
algorithms to conduct image segmentation application. Gong
et al. [4] employed a tradeoff weighted fuzzy factor and a
kernel metric for image segmentation and Zhao et al. [5]
proposed a kernel version of generalized fuzzy c-means
clustering algorithm with spatial information. In addition,
some researchers have focused on the image segmentation or
fuzzy clustering based on entropy [6-8]. Liu et al. [9] used
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fuzzy entropy and grey relational analysis to solve the problem
of noise sensitivity. In previous study, we introduced
generalized entropy into fuzzy clustering and presented fuzzy
clustering algorithm based on generalized entropy. Meantime,
we consider a special case of objective function to solve image
segmentation [10]. On the other hand, to improve performance
of clustering algorithm, researchers began to study the cluster
ensemble method. The concept of cluster ensemble was firstly
proposed by Strehl and Ghosh [11], and they gave three
consensus functions based on hyper-graph. Zhou et al. [12]
proposed a clustering ensemble selection method based on
mutual information. Fern et al. [13] proposed three clustering
ensemble selection algorithms which are JC, CAS and Convex
Hull, respectively. Hong et al. [14] proposed re-sampling
based selective clustering ensembles. Later, Yu et al. [15]
selected some subsets of features to obtain different clustering
results. Moreover, Yang et al. [16] studied the cluster
members weighting problem. In this paper, aiming at
generalized entropy’s fuzzy clustering, we study ensemble of
image segmentation.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 2,
we introduce related work for fuzzy clustering. In section 3,
we introduce fuzzy clustering algorithm and its variant. In
section 4, image segmentation with fuzzy clustering based on
generalized entropy and the corresponding kernel algorithm
are introduced. In section 5, ensemble approach for image
segmentation is introduced. In section 6, some experimental
results are given. In the last section, we draw some
conclusions.
II.

RELATED WORK

As FCM algorithm has some shortcomings in the process
of data clustering, some researchers have presented the
improved FCM algorithms. They mainly combine FCM’s
objective function with entropy to get their clustering
algorithm. In 1994, Karayiannis [6] used entropy to solve
fuzzy clustering problem and proposed maximum entropy
clustering algorithm. In this algorithm, the objective function
is
n c
1  n c
J(  ,v)=   ij log 2 ij 
 ij || x j  vi ||2 .
j 1 i 1

n

j=1 i=1
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In 1995, for uncertainty problem, the maximum entropy
inference method was presented by Li et al [7]. Subsequently,
they combined it with loss function between the point and the
center to propose maximum entropy clustering algorithm. The
objective function is
n

c

n

n

j 1 i 1

n

So fuzzy clustering is viewed as solving the following
optimization problem:

c

n

c

J(  ,v) =   ij log 2 ij    || x j  vi || .
m
ij

j 1 i 1

n
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c

n

J G (  ,v)=  ij || x j  vi ||   (2
m

2

j 1
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1

c

 1) ( ij  1),
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where ij  i ( x j )  0 is degree of membership for xj to ith
c


i 1

ij

 1 . μ is a matrix which is

composed of all μij’s (i=1,2,…,c; j=1,2,…,n), v is a vector
whose component consists of cluster center vi (i=1,2,…,c). In
addition, we also give fuzzy clustering algorithm based on
generalized entropy and its image segmentation algorithm by
introducing spatial information. However, we only consider
special case for unified objective function, namely m equal to
 . To solve more general case, we study fuzzy clustering
with the generalized entropy based on neural network [18] and
fuzzy clustering ensemble algorithm [19]. Meanwhile, we also
give a fast image segmentation algorithm based on clustering
technique [20].
III.

SPATIAL BIAS-CORRECTED FUZZY C-MEANS
CLUSTERING

Clustering aims at categorizing data into groups or clusters
such that the data in the same cluster are more similar to each
other than to those in different clusters. One of commonly
used methods is fuzzy c-means clustering (FCM). The fuzzy
clustering problem is described as follows: Given that
X={x1,x2,…,xn} (n>1) is a finite data set, c is the number of
cluster, m is fuzzy weight with 1<m<∞, v={vi , 1≤i≤c}
represents the cluster center, and μ={μij, 1≤i≤c, 1≤j≤n}
represents membership degree matrix, where μij is the fuzzy
membership degree from the data point xj to center vi. The
objective function of FCM is written as
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i 1

Since FCM did not consider the spatial information of image,
it is sensitive to salt and pepper noise and image artifacts. To
overcome this drawback, Ahmed et al.[1] proposed BCFCM
with the following objective function:
n

c

J mBCFCM (  ,a)=  ijm || x j  vi ||2 
j 1 i 1



n

NR

c

   || x
j 1 i 1

m
ij

xr N j

r

,

 vi ||2

(2)
where Nj represents the set of pixels that exist in a window
around xj and NR is the cardinality of set Nj. Later, for reducing
computation, Chen et al. [2] modified objective function (2)
which is given as follows:
n

c

n

c

J mCZ (  ,a) =  ijm || x j  vi ||2    ijm || x j  vi ||2 ,
j 1 i 1



  0,   1

cluster center vi and

 ,v

2

It is regret that method presented by Wei et al. has some
drawbacks. From the above given objective functions, we
know that the objective function used in the entropy-based
clustering algorithm is substantially very similar. To this end,
we further study entropy based fuzzy clustering and give a
unified model of fuzzy clustering as follows[10]:

c

s.t.  ij  1, 1  j  n .

min J(  ,v)

j=1 i=1

c

(1)

j 1 i 1

J(  ,v)=  1  ij log 2 ij   ij || x j  vi ||2 .

In 2000, Tran and Wagner [8] proposed fuzzy entropy
clustering algorithm, which mainly uses objective function
presented by Li. And in 2002, Wei and Fahn [17] proposed
fuzzy bidirectional association clustering network and
attempted to solve optimization problem with the following
objective function using this network.

c

J(  ,v) =  ijm || x j  vi ||2 ,

(3)

j 1 i 1

In (3), when x j is the mean of pixels within the window
around xj, J mCZ becomes objective function of BCFCM_S1, and
when x j takes the median of the neighbors within the window,
J mCZ turns to BCFCM_S2. The effect of neighboring pixels is
controlled by the parameter  .
IV.

IMAGE SEGMENTATION WITH FUZZY CLUSTERING BASED
ON GENERALIZED ENTROPY

The concept of entropy was first used in physics, and it
was used to describe the atomic distribution of the degree of
disorder. When system is more orderly and more determined,
the value of the entropy is smaller. In 1948, Shannon proposed
the concept of information entropy in information theory.
Afterwards, some researchers introduced information entropy
into clustering and proposed entropy-based clustering
algorithm. The objective function for these clustering methods
has following form:
n

c

n

c

J(  ,v) =   ij log ij    ij || x j  vi ||2 .
j 1 i 1

(4)

j=1 i=1

For unifying fuzzy clustering algorithm based on entropy, in
previous study[10], we gave the following objective function
of fuzzy clustering based on generalized entropy and use
Lagrange method to solve special case for objective function
(5), namely m=α. We denote this algorithm as GFCM
(Generalized entropy Fuzzy C-Means).
n

c

n

c

j 1

i 1

J G (  ,v)=  ij m || x j  vi ||2   (21  1)1 ( ij  1),   0,   1 . (5)
j=1 i=1

Considering that the above method for image segmentation is
not sensitive to noise, spatial information is introduced into
function (5). The above objective function (5) is become as
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c

n

c

j 1

i 1

J GI (  , v)   ijm || x j  vi ||2   (21  1) 1 ( ij  1) 
j 1 i 1

n

(6)

c

  ijm || x j  vi ||2 ,   0,   1
j 1 i 1

So, the optimization problem for fuzzy clustering based on
generalized entropy is as follows:
min J GI (  ,v)
c



s.t.

i 1

ik

 1, k  1, 2,

.
,n

This optimization problem is solved using neural network in
order to obtain degree of membership μij and center of cluster
vi. Here, this algorithm is written as ISGFCM (Image
Segmentation based on Generalized entropy Fuzzy C-Means).
To solve more complex problem, kernel is introduced into
objective function (6). For this purpose, assuming that  is a
nonlinear mapping from the input space to the feature space,
and K is a kernel function. Now, we replace || x j  vi ||2 in (6)
with ||  ( x j )   (vi ) ||2 and write it as J GIK (  ,v) :
n

c

n

c

j 1

i 1

J GIK (  ,v) =  ij m ||  ( x j )   (vi ) ||2   (21  1) 1 ( ij  1)
j=1 i=1
n

. (7)

c

   ijm ||  ( x j )   (vi ) ||2
j 1 i 1

Here, we take Gaussian function as kernel function K,
namely K ( x, y)  e|| x  y|| /  ,   0 . As
||  ( x j )   (vi ) ||2  K ( x j , x j )  K (vi , vi )  2K ( x j , vi )  2  2K ( x j , vi ) ,
Substituting it for (7) becomes
2

n

2

c

n

c
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J GIK (  ,v)= 2 ij m (1  K ( x j , vi ))    (21 m  1) 1 ( ij m  1)
j=1 i=1
n

. (8)

c

   ijm (1  K ( x j , vi ))
j 1 i 1

So, the problem of generalized entropy fuzzy clustering based
on the kernel is as follows:
min J GIK (  ,v)
c
.
(9)
s.t.  ik  1, k  1, 2, , n
i 1

Similarly, this optimization problem is solved using neural
network in order to obtain degree of membership μij and center
of cluster vi. Here, this algorithm is written as ISGKFCM
(Image Segmentation based on Generalized entropy Kernel
Fuzzy C-Means). If no spatial information is added to
objective function, obtained algorithm is denoted as GKFCM
(Generalized entropy Kernel Fuzzy C-Means).
It can be seen that in above algorithms, there are many
parameters to be solved. For obtaining better clustering or
segmentation result, one needs to choose the appropriate values
of parameters. In reality, these values of parameters are very
difficult to be found. For this reason, in the following, we use
ensemble method for solving this problem in order to obtain
better image segmentation.
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V. ENSEMBLE OF IMAGE SEGMENTATION
Clustering ensemble mainly includes selection of members
and their combination. For members of clustering ensemble,
clustering results may be class labels or fuzzy memberships. In
the past study, we use 2SWC method to study cluster ensemble
problem [19]. In this paper, we choose 2SWC to further study
ensemble of image segmentation. For integrity of paper, in the
following, we simply introduce it. This algorithm mainly
includes three parts: 1) Use some clustering algorithm to
generate all clustering results. 2) Select many clustering
members; 3) Use consensus method to combine these
clustering members in order to obtain better clustering results.
In the following, we introduce the last two steps in detail.
A. Selection with Clustering Ensemble Members
Suppose that there be M fuzzy clustering results. Let Rk be
kth clustering result and μih represents the membership for ith
data sample attributing to the hth cluster (0≤ i≤n, 1≤ h ≤c).
Thus, the presented measure function for each clustering result
is defined as follows:
(10)
n c 1
c
f k  

|

i 1 j 1 l  j 1

i, j

 i ,l | .

It can be seen that the larger value of f k is, the harder the
clustering result is. For selecting better clustering members, a
threshold K1 is introduced. If f k  K1 then we select this
clustering member and put it into set S otherwise discard it.
According to this method, we obtain p(p<M) clustering
ensemble members represented as matrix S, where S is a n×cp
matrix. Next, we regard S as a hyper-graph G and select the
more influential of the hyper-edge in the hyper-graph G. For
this purpose, we define function Lg as follows:
n
,
(11)
Lg   ( i , g log( i , g ))
i 1

where μi,g represents the gth feature for the ith data sample.
Our purpose is to select some hyper-edges whose membership
μ are more closer to 1 or 0. Then, we determine a threshold K2.
If Lg  K2 , then we select the gth clustering member and put it
to matrix Q. After repeating this process, we obtain q features.
Moreover, from (2) we know that the small value of the ηg is,
the better feature is. Now, suppose that Q is a q (1≤ q ≤p)
dimensional matrix. Let μg (1≤ t ≤q) represent each feature in
matrix Q. Then Q can be expressed as Q=[μ1 μ2 …μq],where
μg (1≤ g ≤q) is column vector. And let Lg(1≤ g ≤q) represent
each feature value using (2) for matrix Q. To further determine
each feature’s role, we use Lg to weight each feature for matrix
Q. According to the distribution principle, the smaller value of
Lg is, the larger weight this feature is of. So we define the
following weighting function
q
L
L
(12)
wt  (1  q t )  (1  q t ) .

L
t 1

t

t 1

L
t 1

t

Then the weighted fuzzy membership matrix Q can be
expressed as R  (w11 w2  2 wq  q ) .
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B. Generalized Consensus Method
To deal with matrix R, we generalize the consensus
function presented by Strehl and Ghosh[11]. In the following,
we mainly expend hyper-graph partitioning algorithm CSPA.
That is to say clustering result with clustering member is
degree of fuzzy membership. For simplicity, we write it as
GCSPA. After using this function to process the feature of the
matrix R, METIS algorithm is used to obtain the final
clustering result.
In the following, we give the detailed ensemble algorithm
and denote it as 2SWC[19].
Step 1 Initialize threshold K1 and K2.
Step 2 Choose a base clustering algorithm and use it to
generate M clustering members (clustering results).
Step 3 Calculate f k using (10) for all clustering members.
If f k  K1 , then we select this clustering member and add it
into matrix S.
Step 4 Use (11) to compute Lg for all columns. If Lg  K2 ,
then we select this feature and put it to matrix Q.
Step 5 Utilize above computational results to compute wt
in order to obtain matrix R.
Step 6 Use the GCSPA and METIS algorithm to combine
the selected clustering members in order to get final clustering
result.
VI.

Figure 2. Segmentation results on Coins image using different method.

EXPERIMENTS

In the following, we mainly study ensemble of image
segmentation using fuzzy clustering based on generalized
entropy which include ISGFCM and ISGKFCM. We choose
three images which are Cameraman, Coins and Lena,
respectively, to conduct the experiment, where Lena image is
downloaded from Internet and the others are built-in-matlab.
All images are set with size 72×72 pixels. In order to facilitate
the expression, we make the following definition. FCM based
on generalized entropy is expressed as GFCM, and the
corresponding kernel form is shorten as GKFCM. In addition,
their ensemble methods are denoted as EGFCM and
EGKFCM, respectively. Similarly, ensemble methods for
ISGFCM and ISGKFCM are written as EISGFCM and
EISGKFCM, respectively. The fused method directly using
CSPA is shortening as ‘h’, and their generalized approach is
shorten as ‘f’.
In experiment, we use basis clustering algorithm GFCM,
GKFCM, ISGFCM and ISGKFCM to generate 19 clustering
results, respectively. Then, using 2SWC method chooses some
members from above clustering results. And CSPA and its
generalized method are used to fuse above clustering results.
The ensemble of segmentation results is shown in Fig. 1 to Fig.
3, where subfigure a is original image and subfigures from b
to i are ensemble of image segmentation using h-EGFCM, fEGFCM, h-EGKFCM, f-EGKFCM, h-EISGFCM, fEISGFCM, h- EISGKFCM and f- EISGKFCM, respectively.
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Figure 1. Segmentation results on Cameraman image using different
method.

Figure 3. Segmentation results on Lena image using different method.

In addition, to show anti-noise performance for different
method, we add salt and pepper noise to three images. The
experimental results are shown in Fig. 4 to Fig. 6.

Figure 4. Segmentation results on added noise Cameraman image using
different method.

From the ensemble results above, we see that when using
basis clustering algorithms GFCM, GKFCM, ISGFCM and
ISGKFCM, their ensemble results does not have obvious
difference. However, when images to be segmented have
noise, ensemble result of ISGFCM and ISGKFCM is superior
to that of GFCM and GKFCM. Moreover, in experiment, we
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also study ensemble of image segmentation using fast image
segmentation technique and obtain similar segmentation
results. However, this method takes less time compared with
above method.
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